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materials are charged with memories that activate common connections to pre-migratory landscapes and environments. These memories signify geographical nodes of connection which shape and shift contemporary social geographies in Britain, post-migration. This form of memory-history geographically locates the post-colonial within landscapes, mobilised in the process of migration. These landscapes are neither bounded nationalistic landscapes or, lived tangible everyday spaces; instead, these remembered locations situate the post-colonial migrant. This situation is a post-colonial space-time, unbounded by formal nation or national history, not usually mapped or recorded by the academy.
In this research I have mapped the postcolonial situation through the use of domestic cultures as artefactual records of connections to other remembered landscapes, natures and lived environments. This paper is a move away from considering memory-history (as has been previously done), within structures of elite and vernacular past landscapes (Wright 1985; Wright 1991) . Here, I
position the home as a site where an history linked with past landscapes is refracted through the material artefacts in the domestic sphere (Samuel 1994) . This reflects a shift in the focus of British heritage work that disturbs partial and thin accounts of a national past, which have emerged more recently. However, questions of "whose heritage?" and "whose histories?" are continually significant in examining the relationship between memory and the materials of historical narration (Hall 2000) . It is clear therefore that any British historical geography or British heritage programme of presenting a relevant inclusive heritage record should include an understanding of memory-work that occurs in the vernacular landscapes of the British Asian home.
Home is the site of critical artefacts that impact on the ways that South Asians remember collectively, representing a body of artefacts relevant to British heritage. By linking the refraction of local, national and migrational memory-histories, embedded in the fabric of everyday life, it is possible to refocus on the significance of "home" in the making of broader national discourses. The "home" is the stage for emitting history (Samuel 1994) . (Parkin 1999, 309) , where the notion of "home" and "origin" are not fixed in one locus. Memory-history counters the unbounded notions of "Asian" ethnicity (biological) and nationality (cultural) through a system of collective logic that is a collectively remembered and valued memory-history (Tolia-Kelly 2002) . The specific contexts of "home" and origin are set out in the next section, along with some methodological contexts. This section introduces the substantive argument promoting the value of re-memory in the social geographies of British Asians.
The 'diaspora' makes 'home'
My research has been with South Asian women in North-London. My argument demonstrates the valency of social memory as inscribed within the materials of culture as signifiers of "home", "tradition" and "history"; together (Tolia-Kelly 2001) . In this paper I will illustrate the process of rememory as it contributes to post-colonial South Asian discourses of heritage, race and cultural identity. This is memory that is inscribed with a racepolitics that is part of everyday social discourse (Brah 1999). As Leela Gandhi (1998) has notably expressed, there is difficulty in considering the post-colonial position as being truly post, as the struggles that these societies face are intrinsically linked to social, cultural, economic and political structures which are controlled and shaped by those ex-colonial powers.
Re-memory is memory that is encountered in the everyday, but is not always a recall or reflection of actual experience. It is separate to memories that are stored as site-specific signs linked to experienced events. Re-memory can be the memories of others as told to you by parents, friends, and absorbed through day-to-day living, that are about a sense of self beyond a linear narrative of events, encounters and biographical experiences. It is an inscription of time in place, which is touched, accessed, or mediated through sensory stimuli. A scent, sound or sight can metonymically transport you to a place where you have never been, but which is recalled through the inscription left in the imagination, lodged there by others" narratives. This form of social geographical co-ordinate is not always directly experienced but operates as a significant connective force. Re-memory is a resource for the sustenance of a sense of self that temporally connects to social heritage, genealogy, and acts as a resource for identification with place. The origin of the concept of re-memory is Toni Morrison"s Beloved (1987 (Morrison 1987, 35-36) Morrison proposes re-memory as a form of race-memory. Through bodily encounters in space, Morrison promotes the idea that you can bump into the oppressive experience of slavery and lost narratives. For Morrison her writing through of re-memory narratives makes the black experience and the collectively held record of slavery into text. The text makes material this intangible slave history. Re-memory inscribes the history of Black oppression within the public domain, as a resource for the centring of self through the past, for the black community. Re-memory mediates between now and the separation of slaves from their families, homes, and lives. Because rememories are socially experienced they become material, and are shared amongst the African-American community. These are narratives beyond the traditional form of oral testimony, these operate in public space, and have for the individual encountering it, an intimate resonance with past narratives of others" not known. Their effect is constitutive; the memories form the social memory of the community, effectively linking the group through a sense of collective history. Re-memory"s re-inscription in the environment is a political force, countering exclusionary heritage discourses, providing a form of synthesised embodied heritage. For those other diaspora"s who have "Home" has many incarnations within social memory of the diaspora.
Intertwined in the social memory of the group are imagined and lived landscapes of home, utopian senses of "home" and where "home" continues to be a source of identification. Home as feminists have argued, is not always a site of refuge; it continues to be a site of gendered oppression and violence. Britain, essentially their biographies. In the second session I asked the group to bring in visual or material objects that were important in "making home". I also was invited to visit their homes to see these artefacts in situ; the women "toured" the home and showed me the valued objects that made their sense of "home" complete. In the third session we asked the group about their ideal landscapes of home, which contributed to a series of paintings by Melanie Carvalho (see Tolia-Kelly, 2002 ).
The research method involved a complex triangulation of group-interviews, home tour, and biographical mapping. The method was designed to reflect the complexity of the processes of identification that are in operation for this post-colonial group. The methods employed establish the historical and geographical contexts to the women"s lives in Britain, as well as establishing the role of memory in day-to day living (Tolia-Kelly 2001; 2002) . By considering these cultures as situated within the construction of a settled British home, I sought to undermine monolithic notions of "Asianess", and posit cultural practices as relational, dynamic and dialectically linked to a shifting international geography of migration and race-politics.
Enshrining heritage -Mandirs, Medinas and religious iconography
Firstly I focus on the sacred artefacts, in the form of shrines and religious iconology within the homes of the women interviewed. In all the women"s homes, there was a significant religious space in the home. The mandir is the sacred home temple that each of the Hindu women has. These Hindu mandirs individually, are dynamic sites whose content, size and aesthetics shift over time. They usually start as a small place in the house, a corner that will not be defiled during menstruation, and so they are often in cabinets, cupboards or whole rooms that can be locked away. The shrines hold religious relics such as gangajaal -water from the Ganges, The shrine is a valuable site, whose form fits the experience of migration.
Shrines are dynamic; they allow growth of a collection of pieces that are sacred and blessed. These are not limited to religious sacred objects and icons. They are considered to be at the heart of family relations. Sometimes they are literally sites where the family genealogy can be traced. The shrines become places where, due to their sacredness, important family objects are placed. The shrines incorporate family photos of those who have passed away -grandfathers, great aunts, grandmothers, and great uncles. The shrine becomes collaged, continually superimposed with objects reflecting intimate moments and sacred life moments which are preserved and treasured; a rosary given by a father, a piece of gold received on a wedding day, to seashells, or shiv-ling that were in the family home prior to marriage are all composed and united in the laying out of the shrine. This process of collage is an accrual of the sacred, emotionally valued by the family. Adding objects to the shrine is inscription. Sometimes families place letters at the shrinejob applications, offers, letters of achievement and even travel tickets, so that all these possible journeys can be blessed. The mandirs refract collages of social and spiritual life. Their presence is also signification of cultural, social and moral discourses and practices.
Therefore the shrines reflect back into the home many moments and spaces.
They both absorb daily activity and secrete a historical context to these. As they trigger memories they operate on many scales of time, their reflectivity enhances the meaning of these shrines personally, culturally and they in turn produce new meanings and memories for the women, and their families. For
Hansa"s family the shrine becomes a source of re-memory of Hansa"s experiences of these religious landscapes of the past (in various life stages).
The shrine makes tangible her stories and others" stories told through her narratives. Various places and moments are brought into the home through these material links. Her memories are made present through the matter of the shrine. The relationship that Lalita describes below illustrates the interpolation of public and private religious practices into a critical cultural expression. These artefacts embedded within the social and cultural life of being in India, and form her sense of self through their presence. and an aesthetic, which she has tried to replicate in her own temple at home.
The icons, the music and prayers through which she celebrates them are at the heart of her home-life.
Re-memory, and the race politics of culture.
The refraction of connection to past places, stories and genealogies through material cultures collectively signify the absence of other people, places, and environments. Within this paper I show how new configurations of identity, and post-migration living, are made possible through these absences.
Memory allows their absence to be made present through these precipitates of memory. The power of memory has been central to the theorisation of Black Atlantic identities by Paul Gilroy (1993). To date re-memory has been theorised by Morrison (1990) as a social force for whom the value of rememory is as an embodied narration of the past that is on the scale of Black
History. This configuration resonates with a sense of Black Nationalism, the connection across the diaspora being linked through a historical and biological blackness. This is re-memories value an it"s problem, in that those embodies a set of physical, emotional and geographical co-ordinates from which to forge a cultural heritage. This collage operates as a buffer to nonidentity, racism and marginality from the appropriation of a national culture and the appropriation of national landscape (Agyeman 1990; 1991; Burgess 1996; Malik 1992; Matless 1997) .
The cultural politics of re-memory
The intensity of re-memory"s power operates as a catalyst between Black communities past and present; its presence actively shaping the tones, and forms of cultural expression; through language, music, text and dance. The pain-motif in Gilroy"s and Morrison"s work is complex and yet singularly defined by the experience of enslavement; bodily, and spiritually subjugated to the slave owners designs and the colonial regimes of signification and value (Fanon 1959; 1961; 1967) . Within this pain motif is the experience of rupture from family, land and biological and cultural identity. The 1987; 1989; 1991; 1992; Gupta 1993; Tawdros 1989; 1993) .
In the 1970s voices such as Amrit Wilson (1978) essentialist, but he curiously concludes his thesis as a promoter of an "antianti-essential race-history". This is a public race-memory, available in the public sphere to those who can hear its" tone. Gilroy"s race politics, counters a class politics and embraces an understanding of cultural memory and heritage as located in the body -the sense of sound and an aural grammar only available to a black public. This conceptual body-race-memory has developed after Stuart Hall"s term "new ethnicities" which he developed as a means of countering an essential race politics of "cultural nationalisms" that are not made cross-cultural in political practice.
Visual and material ecologies :'Asianess' and its multiple provinces
In this next section I want to show how identification with "Asianess" is not a and history in the domestic sphere. Secondly it has allowed for an analysis of post-colonial identity, in light of geographical mobility. The "home" has the dualistic qualities of being situated in the present and as a place created through a family history. The "home" is a prismatic device where we can unravel a transnational Asian identity, located in Britain, as it is constructed in relation to other places, journeys and past environments and landscapes.
My focus is the "interior life". My aim here is to unravel the intense memories that contribute to a sense of self in relation to a lived journey and lived landscapes of the past. Conceptually, re-memory posits Asianess as continually dynamic, and dialectically constructed in relation to a sense of "home", "history" and place of belonging. Re-memory for South Asia"s, is a means to record various locations of "Asianess" and the social geographies of the South Asian diaspora without using a lens of biological essentialism. There is a sense from some women that these located textures are essential, and that even if a variety of objects are collected to make home, the "Indian" 
